
Axis end-to-end  
surveillance  
in 4 simple steps

Design your solution
Which areas within your customer’s business do they have 
concerns about? Whether it’s entryways, registers, back 
offices, or loading and delivery areas - there is an Axis video 
management solution for every need.

Design any surveillance system – large or small – according to 
your customer’s needs with AXIS Site Designer. The integrated 
product selector and recording product selector lets you add all 
the products you need for a complete end-to-end solution. Plan 
camera placement and coverage easily in an intuitive map-view.

Generate a detailed quote and bill of materials in minutes – and 
update quickly for faster turn-around to the customer.

www.axis.com/tools/axis-site-designer
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*For use with AXIS Camera Station only.
**Currently in public preview, please contact your local representative to discuss.

Get the right recording solution
Whether you need the simplicity of AXIS Companion or the power of AXIS Camera Station, we have options for you. With two video 
management software options and Axis network video recorders you get an easy-to-install and reliable solution tailored to your customers’ 
needs that are perfectly adapted to the wide range of Axis products. How many channels does your customer need? Does your customer 
need a PoE switch? Pick the recorder with enough channels to accommodate your customer’s cameras and other devices. 
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AXIS Camera Station S11 
Recorder Series*
Out-of-the-box ready recording 
solutions with AXIS Camera Station 
licenses preloaded.

AXIS Camera Station S22 
Appliance Series*
All-in-one recorders with integrated  
PoE switch with AXIS Camera Station 
licenses preloaded.

AXIS S30 Recorder Series
Use with AXIS Companion or to expand 
your existing AXIS Camera Station 
installation.**

Ready to purchase?
We’re here to help. Contact your local ADI or Axis representative for more information.

Learn more about Axis end-to-end solutions here: axis.com/end-to-end-solutions
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Add devices
Network cameras
There is an Axis camera to suit every need. Robust outdoor cameras or 
discreet products for sensitive environments, we offer it all.

Door stations 
For management of entryways; these devices offer video surveillance, 
two-way communication, and remote entry control.

Audio 
Improve security on your premises with event-triggered announcements and direct callouts. 
Play background music and make live or scheduled announcements.

Radar* 
Security radar for accurate detection in outdoor installations, and to minimize false alarms.

Access control* 
Combined with the AXIS A1601 Network Door Controller, AXIS Camera Station includes AXIS Camera Station Secure 
Entry, giving you unified video surveillance and access control in one unified interface. For a simpler solution, you can 
use AXIS Entry Manager with our AXIS A1001 Door Controller.

http://axis.com/end-to-end-solutions

